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The game is generally nice, the story and the artworks are cool, but it doesn't contain a skip option neither a patch. I would
recommend for the price and it's awesome heroines.. Lovefield General is a VN that takes place in a hospital, where you are one
of the doctors. After you were part of a Car Crash you finally come back to the Hospital just to be greeted by weird Phenomena
and Supernational. You also get to choose between a few interesting Characters as your love Interests and I have to say that I
really liked some of their Personalities. The Art of this Game isnt the best imo, but that is only because of the Way they made it,
because there arent any bad things about it. The Translation in this VN is also good and i only found very few Mistakes. There
really were quite a few interesting Parts about the Story and they kept me interested through out the Game so that i finished it in
just one go, which took me around 4 hours. As a Result I really recommend this Game and the only thing that I didnt like that
much was the Ending since it left me a little confused. Also this Game is actually very cheap if you consider the Amount of
Content included. Art: 7/10 Story: 8.5/10 Translation: 9.7/10 Menu: 8.5/10 Overall: 8.5/10 Check out my Currator Page:
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/34401214/. Lovefield General is a VN that takes place in a hospital, where you are one
of the doctors. After you were part of a Car Crash you finally come back to the Hospital just to be greeted by weird Phenomena
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and Supernational. You also get to choose between a few interesting Characters as your love Interests and I have to say that I
really liked some of their Personalities. The Art of this Game isnt the best imo, but that is only because of the Way they made it,
because there arent any bad things about it. The Translation in this VN is also good and i only found very few Mistakes. There
really were quite a few interesting Parts about the Story and they kept me interested through out the Game so that i finished it in
just one go, which took me around 4 hours. As a Result I really recommend this Game and the only thing that I didnt like that
much was the Ending since it left me a little confused. Also this Game is actually very cheap if you consider the Amount of
Content included. Art: 7/10 Story: 8.5/10 Translation: 9.7/10 Menu: 8.5/10 Overall: 8.5/10 Check out my Currator Page:
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/34401214/. Lovefield General is a VN that takes place in a hospital, where you are one
of the doctors. After you were part of a Car Crash you finally come back to the Hospital just to be greeted by weird Phenomena
and Supernational. You also get to choose between a few interesting Characters as your love Interests and I have to say that I
really liked some of their Personalities. The Art of this Game isnt the best imo, but that is only because of the Way they made it,
because there arent any bad things about it. The Translation in this VN is also good and i only found very few Mistakes. There
really were quite a few interesting Parts about the Story and they kept me interested through out the Game so that i finished it in
just one go, which took me around 4 hours. As a Result I really recommend this Game and the only thing that I didnt like that
much was the Ending since it left me a little confused. Also this Game is actually very cheap if you consider the Amount of
Content included. Art: 7/10 Story: 8.5/10 Translation: 9.7/10 Menu: 8.5/10 Overall: 8.5/10 Check out my Currator Page:
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/34401214/. The game is generally nice, the story and the artworks are cool, but it
doesn't contain a skip option neither a patch. I would recommend for the price and it's awesome heroines.. I'm not very keen on
playing visual novels games which are only and exclusively visual novels, i personally prefer genre mash-ups (like
Danganronpa/Persona series), but hey, there are cute girls (like, seriously, Nila is best Waifu here, fight me), there is some
supernatural stuff, and doing one playthrough doesn't take too much time.. The game is generally nice, the story and the
artworks are cool, but it doesn't contain a skip option neither a patch. I would recommend for the price and it's awesome
heroines.
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